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Abstract

Current stochastic model checkers do not make counterexamples for property violations

readily available. In this paper we apply directed explicit state space search to discrete- and

continuous-time Markov chains in order to compute counterexamples for the violation of

PCTL or CSL properties. Directed explicit state space search algorithms explore the state

space on-the-fly which makes our method very efficient and highly scalable. They can also

be guided using heuristics which usually improve the performance of the method. Coun-

terexamples provided by our method have two important properties. First, they include those

traces which contribute the most amount of probability to the property violation. Hence, they

show the most probable offending execution scenarios of the system. Second, the obtained

counterexamples tend to be small. Hence, they can be effectively analyzed by a human user.

Both properties make the counterexamples obtained by our method very useful for debugging

purposes. We implemented our method based on the stochastic model checker PRISM and

applied it to a number of case studies in order to illustrate its applicability.

Index Terms

Directed Explicit State-Space Search, Heuristic Search, Counterexamples, Stochastic

Model Checking

I. Introduction

A. Motivation.

Debugging is an important activity during the design, implementation and integration

of systems. Finite-state, algorithmic verification techniques, such as model checking [1],
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have recently been used extensively to aid the developer in locating errors. To this end it is

necessary that model checkers provide meaningful diagnostic information that facilitates

debugging. During the model checking of functional properties such information can be

made available without additional effort. For instance, in the case of a safety property

violation, an explicit-state model checker such as SPIN [2] delivers a failure path from the

initial state of the system to a property violating state. In model checking parlance such a

failure path is called a counterexample to the desired safety property. Counterexamples for

branching time logics like CTL [3] have the shape of trees of paths [4]. Counterexamples

may later be used in locating the cause of a property violation, see for instance [5].

While the computationally most efficient way to perform explicit-state model checking

is to base it on depth-first-search [2], in order to obtain short and therefore easy to

comprehend counterexamples the use of search techniques such as Breadth-First Search

(BFS) or Directed Model Checking (DMC) [6], which relies on directed explicit state space

search [7], [8], have been proposed in model checking.

In performance and dependability analysis, one is not just interested in detecting

functional errors in the design of the system, but also in quantitatively reasoning about a

given system with respect to its performance and dependability characteristics. For this

kind of analysis, systems are usually modelled as stochastic processes, e.g., as discrete-

time Markov chains (DTMCs) or continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) [9]. These

models describe how the system probabilistically changes from one state to another as

time passes. Stochastic model checking is a technique to analyse stochastic models with

respect to performance and dependability properties. These properties are commonly

expressed in a stochastic temporal logic, such as for instance the Probabilistic Com-

putation Tree Logic (PCTL) [10] or the Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) introduced

in [11] and extended in [12]. Prominent stochastic model checkers such as PRISM [13]

and MRMC [14] apply efficient numerical algorithms to compute the probabilities which

determine the satisfaction or violation of a given property. Although these tools achieve

a high degree of numerical result accuracy, they are unable to provide the user with

diagnostic information, in particular counterexamples. This is a result of the numer-

ical nature of the employed algorithms. Some model checkers such as YMER [15] and

APMC [16] verify properties using statistical execution sampling. They can be adopted to

construct counterexamples from the statistically generated execution samples. However,

it is not possible to focus on certain counterexamples which are informative for debugging
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purposes, e.g., which are small while carrying high probabilities.

The unavailability of informative counterexamples makes debugging very difficult,

which constrains the practical usefulness of current stochastic model checking tools. In

this paper we propose a very scalable method for generating counterexamples for model

checking of DTMCs and CTMCs. The tenet of our approach will be the use of directed

explicit state space search on the state transition graph of the stochastic model in order

to determine diagnostic paths which are meaningful in the fault localization process.

In contrast to the functional setting, in the stochastic context we are faced with the

following challenges when computing diagnostic paths, or counterexamples:

• First, one diagnostic path is in general not enough to provide meaningful information

for explaining why some PCTL or CSL property is violated. More commonly, the

accumulated probability of a larger set of paths jointly contributes to violating the

given probability bound. Therefore, a counterexample determination method for

probabilistic systems needs to compute such a set of diagnostic paths instead of

a single one as in the context of functional model checking.

• Second, the provided counterexamples have to convey crucial information in order

to be useful for analysis and debugging purposes. Indicative of the significance of

a diagnostic path is not its length as in functional model checking [6], but its

probability. Hence, our algorithms should hunt for the most probable diagnostic

paths. It is hence necessary to find a quality measure based on the probability of

paths as well as heuristic functions based on this measure that will guide the search

along paths with high probabilities. As a consequence of this search strategy the

provided counterexamples will be relatively small. The fact that the counterexample

is small while carrying a high probability greatly facilitates system analysis and

debugging.

We introduce a directed explicit state space search strategy called eXtended Best-First

(XBF) which addresses these challanges. XBF explores the state transition graph of

CTMCs and DTMCs and incrementally determines a subgraph of the state transition

graph which covers the most probable diagnostic paths. The selected diagnostic subgraph

has two essential properties. First, it proves the violation of the given property. Second,

it is not possible to repair the model without considering this subgraph. XBF based

algorithms can be guided by heuristics to amplify the power of the search in terms of

computational effort and counterexample quality.
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B. Related and Precursory Work

Various approaches to stochastic model checking of DTMCs and CTMCs are known in

the literature [17], [18], [10], [19], [20], [21], [22], [12]. As mentioned above, none of these

approaches directly produces counterexamples. Our approach can be used in combination

with most of the standard stochstic model checking approaches in order to add debugging

support.

Our method exploits the power of directed search strategies which have been developed

to solve, amongst others, graph search and optimization problems [7], [8]. In his seminal

monograph on heuristics [8], Pearl gives a comprehensive overview of a set of general-

purpose problem solving strategies like Best First (BF). The monograph also presents

a variety of specialized directed search algorithms such as A∗ and Z∗. An approach

how to apply directed search algorithms to functional model checking, especially for the

generation of counterexamples, has been presented in [6]. This approach became known

as Directed (Explicit-State) Model Checking (DMC).

Counterexample generation in the context of stochastic model checking has recently

been the subject of intensive research [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. In [23], [24] we pre-

sented an approach based on directed explicit-state search for counterexample generation

for DTMCs and CTMCs against probablistic time-bounded reachability properties. The

work presented in this paper extends this precursory work to completely cover PCTL

and CSL logics.

Our approach bears some similarity with the approach presented in [25], [26]. In [25],

the authors propose the use of algorithms for finding the k-shortest paths in graphs to

compute the most probable diagnostic paths. Using this method it is possible to compute

counterexamples for PCTL model checking of DTMCs. An extension of this approach

to deal with CTMCs is presented in [26]. This approach differs from ours mainly in

two points. First, our method selects a diagnostic subgraph of the state transition graph,

while the approach from [25], [26] enumerates diagnostic paths individually. It is therefore

able to faithfully record the effect of every selected diagnostic path on the probability of

the currently selected counterexample whereas our method needs the help of a stochastic

model checker to precisely compute the counterexample probability. Second, our approach

is on the fly and uses directed search, whereas the approach from [25], [26] requires

the full state space to be generated and stored in main memory. As a consequence our
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approach has advantages when large models are analyzed under tight memory constraints.

Experiments show that our approach significantly outperform the approach from [25], [26]

with respect to both runtime and memory consumption without detriment to the quality

of the counterexamples. Of course we included in the computational costs of our method

the effort to compute the precise counterexample probability.

For DTMCs, [25] presents an algorithm to provide counterexamples in a more compact

representation as regular expressions.

Counterexample generation is the starting point of a few applications. For instance,

works on counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) in stochastic model

checking like [29] can benefit of this work. In [30] we demonstrate how to use visualization

techniques in order to support the human user in analyzing counterexamples to localize

causal factors of errors.

C. Structure of the Paper.

We present fundamental concepts of stochastic model checking in Section II. We

introduce there also the notion of a counterexample. In Section III we review directed

search algorithms. We also introduce our search strategy XBF which we developed for the

purpose of counterexample generation. The application of XBF to our problem setting

is presented in Section IV. Section V finally presents an experimental evaluation of our

method by applying it to a number of case studies. We conclude in Section VI.

II. Stochastic Model Checking

A. Markov Chains

System dependability and performance models are often represented by variants of

Markov chains. They describe the system behavior as a stochastic process in which system

transitions are labeled with probability and time consumption values. The simplest kind

of Markov chains used in system modeling are discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs).

A DTMC can be considered as a probabilistic transition system consisting of states and

transitions between them. In DTMCs time is modeled in a discrete way by assuming

that the system fires exactly one transition at every discrete time tick. Each transition

is labeled with a numerical value referred to as transition probability. It indicates the

probability of firing this transition as the next step of the system if the system is in the

origin state of the transition. Formally, a DTMC is defined as follows:
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Definition 1: A labeled discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) D is a tuple (S, ŝ, P, L),

where S is a finite set of states, ŝ ∈ S is the initial state, P : S×S −→ [0, 1] is a transition

probability matrix, satisfying that for each state s,
∑
s′∈S

P(s, s′) = 1, and L : S −→ 2AP is

a labeling function, which assigns each state a subset of the set of atomic propositions

AP.

For any state s, we interpret L(s) as the set of valid propositions in the state. For each

pair of states s and s′, P(s, s′) gives the probability to move from s to s′. A move from

s to s′ is possible if and only if P(s, s′) > 0 holds. In this case we call (s, s′) a transition.

succ(s) is the set of successor states of s, i.e., succ(s) = { s′ ∈ S | P(s, s′) > 0 }. A state s

is called absorbing if P(s, s) = 1 and consequently, P(s, s′) = 0 for all other states s′ �= s.

Because of their conceptual simplicity, DTMCs are widely used in the modeling and

analysis of stochastic systems. If a more realistic dense modeling of the time passing in

states is required, then continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) can be used. While each

transition of a DTMC corresponds to a discrete time step, in a CTMC transitions occur

in dense real time. In a CTMC, each transition is labeled by a rate which represents the

probability of a transition from some state s to some state s′ within t time units after

being enabled. The duration t is determined by a random variable that follows a negative

exponential distribution which uses the rate label as a parameter. A CTMC is formally

defined as follows:

Definition 2: A labeled continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) C is a tuple (S, ŝ, R, L),

where S is a finite set of states, ŝ ∈ S is the initial state, R : S×S −→ R≥0 is a transition

rate matrix and L : S −→ 2AP is a labeling function as in Definition 1.

The transition probability matrix P, which we defined for DTMCs, is replaced by a

transition rate matrix R. For any pair of states s and s′, R(s, s′) is the time rate for

moving from s to s′. More precisely, R(s, s′) is the parameter of a negative exponential

distribution describing the probability to move from s to s′ within a certain time interval.

A move from s to s′ is only possible if R(s, s′) > 0. In this case we call (s, s′) a transition.

succ(s) is the set of successor states of s, i.e., succ(s) = { s′ ∈ S | R(s, s′) > 0 }. We

use Λ(s) =
∑

s′∈S R(s, s′) to denote the total rate to leave s to any successor state. If

Λ(s) = 0, then s is called absorbing.

Example 1: Figure 1 illustrates a DTMC modeling a system which becomes ready

(state s1) after finishing some initialization routine (state s0). When the system is ready,

it may receive a task to process (state s2) and return to be ready after finishing to process
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the task. The system may fail at any state (states s3, s4 and s5) causing a system crash

(state s6). Figure 2 illustrates a CTMC modeling a system which is very similar to the

one modeled by the DTMC given in Figure 1. The only difference here is that the time

is interpreted to be continuous.

Fig. 1: An example for a DTMC. Fig. 2: An example for a CTMC.

B. Paths and Probability Measures

A path is a concrete execution of the system, i.e., it encompasses a sequence of state

transitions. Since systems considered in the domain of stochastic model checking are

usually reactive systems, paths are assumed to be infinite. We often need to refer to

finite path prefixes. We use the notions of infinite path, or simply path, for a full path

and finite path for a finite path prefix. Formally, let D = (S, ŝ, P, L) be a DTMC, then

Definition 3: A (infinite) path through D is an infinite sequence s0, s1, s2 . . . with, for

all i, si ∈ S and P(si, si+1) > 0. A finite path is a finite prefix of an infinite path.

For a finite or an infinite path σ = s0, s1, . . ., we use len(σ) to denote the length of

σ determined by the number of states. Note that for an infinite path σ, len(σ) is equal

to ∞. For a natural number k such that 0 ≤ k < len(σ), σ[k] refers to the k-th state of

σ, namely sk. With σ(k) we denote the k-th prefix of σ, i.e., the prefix of σ consisting of

the first k transitions, namely s0, . . . , sk. The term first(σ) refers to the first state in σ.

If σ is finite, then last(σ) denotes the last state of σ. We use PathsD to denote the set

of all infinite paths in D. For any state s, PathsD(s) refers to the sets of infinite paths

which start at s.
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For a DTMC D = (S, ŝ, P, L) and a state s0 ∈ S, the probability of paths originating at

s0 is measurable by a probability measure PrDs0
. The underlying σ-algebra is formed by

the cylinder sets which are induced by finite paths in D starting at s0 [10]. Each finite path

s0, . . . , sn induces a cylinder set cyl(s0, . . . , sn) = {σ ∈ PathsD(s0) | σ(n) = s0, . . . , sn}.
The probability of this cylinder set is defined as follows:

PrDs0
(cyl(s0, . . . , sn)) =

n−1∏
i=0

P(si, si+1) (1)

With PrD we denote to the probability measure of paths in D starting at the initial

state, i.e. PrD = PrDŝ .

For a CTMC C = (S, ŝ, R, L), a path through C comprises the time delays in each state

along the path in addition to the sequence of state transitions:

Definition 4: A (infinite) path through C is an infinite alternating sequence s0, t0, s1,

t1, s2 . . . with, for all i, si ∈ S, R(si, si+1) > 0 and ti ∈ R≥0. A finite path is a finite prefix

of an infinite path ending with a state.

All notions defined above for paths in DTMCs are defined in the same way for paths in

CTMCs. Further, we define σ@t for a finite or infinite path σ in a CTMC and a time

point t as the state in which the system resides at time point t when it is executing the

path σ. Formally, σ@t is equal to sk where k is the smallest index with t ≤ ∑k
i=0 ti.

The probability of paths in C starting at some state s0 ∈ S is measurable. We define

the probability measure PrCs0
on PathsC(s0) following [12]. Let s0, . . . , sn be a sequence

of states of C such that R(si, si+1) > 0 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Further, let I0, . . . ,

In−1 be a sequence of non-empty intervals in R≥0. Let cyl(s0, I0, . . . , In−1, sn) denote the

cylinder set consisting of all paths of the form σ = s0, t0, . . . , tn−1, sn . . . with ti ∈ Ii

for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. The measure PrCs0
is defined on the smallest σ-algebra on

PathsC(s0) formed by all cylinder sets for all state sequences starting at s0 and sequences

of time intervals as described above. Intuitively, PrCs0
(cyl(s0, I0, . . . , In−1, sn)) gives the

probability of C to visit the states s0, . . . , sn in that sequence while staying in state si a

period of time t ∈ Ii for 0 ≤ i < n. PrCs0
is formally defined by the following induction,

with PrCs0
(cyl(s0)) = 1, as:

PrCs0
(cyl(s0, I0, . . . , In−1, sn, In, sn+1))

= PrCs0
(cyl(s0, I0, . . . , In−1, sn)) · R(sn,sn+1)

Λ(sn)
· ∫
In

Λ(sn) · e−Λ(sn)·t · dt
(2)
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The term
∫
In

Λ(sn) · e−Λ(sn)·t · dt describes the probability of firing any transition outgoing

from state sn in the time interval In. The term R(sn,sn+1)
Λ(sn)

is called the branching probability

and indicates the probability to choose the transition (sn, sn+1) to be fired. Altogether,

the term R(sn,sn+1)
Λ(sn)

·∫
In

Λ(sn)·e−Λ(sn)·t·dt gives the probability to fire the transition (sn, sn+1)

within the interval In. Like for DTMCs, we use the abbreviation PrC for the probability

measure of paths in C starting at the initial state, i.e. PrC = PrCŝ .

C. Stochastic Temporal Logics

In performance and dependability analysis, system requirements are commonly ex-

pressed in a stochastic temporal logic. The Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL)

was introduced the first time by Hansson and Jonsson in 1994 as a stochastic extension

of the CTL [10]. The syntax of a PCTL formula is defined as follows:

φ := true | false | a | ¬ φ | φ ∨ φ | φ ∧ φ | P��p(ϕ),

where �� is one of the operators <, ≤, > or ≥, p ∈ [0, 1] and ϕ is a path formula the

syntax of which is defined as:

ϕ := φ U φ | φ U≤hφ,

where h ∈ N.

The PCTL semantics is interpreted over a DTMC D = (S, ŝ, P, L) by the satisfaction

relation |=D. The definition of |=D is straightforward for almost all PCTL formulae. The

interesting cases are the P- and bounded Until-formulae, for which |=D is defined as

follows. Let s ∈ S be a state and σ be an infinite path in D.

s |=D P��p(ϕ) iff PrDs ({σ ∈ PathsD(s) | σ |=D ϕ}) �� p

σ |=D (φ1 U≤h φ2) iff ∃i ≤ h such that σ[i] |=D φ2 and ∀j < i : σ[j] |=D φ1

For convenience, we abbreviate the term PrDs ({σ ∈ PathsD(s) | σ |=D ϕ}) by PrDs (ϕ).

Note that PrDs (ϕ) is well defined for any PCTL path formulae ϕ (see for example [31]).

For specifying properties over CTMCs we use Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) [11],

[12]. The syntax of CSL is the same as PCTL except that the time bound in a bounded

Until -formula is a non-negative real number. CSL also allows to specify the time con-

straint as an interval. The semantics of a CSL formulae over a CTMC C = (S, ŝ, R, L) is

defined by the satisfaction relation |=C in a similar way like PCTL over a DTMC. The
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only difference is in the semantics of the bounded Until- operator. For an infinite path

σ in C and a time interval I:

σ |=C (φ1 U I φ2) iff ∃x ∈ I such that σ@x |=D φ2 and

∀y < x : σ@y |=D φ1

Throughout the paper we use the term time bounded Until-formula to refer to a

bounded Until-formula either in PCTL or CSL. Notice that in the case of a DTMC the

notion of time is identical to the notion hops. Each hop (state transition) in a DTMC

corresponds to a time unit.

The procedure of model checking of PCTL or CSL differs from that of CTL in checking

the P-operator which requires the computation of probabilities. In order to determine

the states of a Markov chain M which satisfy the formula P��p(ϕ), for some path formula

ϕ, we need to compute for each state s the probability of all paths in M which start at s

and satisfy ϕ. Formally, we have to compute PrMs (ϕ). The set Sat(P��p(ϕ)) contains then

all states where PrMs (ϕ) �� p holds. This is usually done using numerical algorithms

such as solving large linear equation system. The numerical nature of these algorithms is

responsible for the inability of stochastic model checkers to provide diagnostic information

in case the model violates the property.

D. Counterexamples

In the context of functional model checking, the notion of a counterexample is widely

known. For instance, in the case of a safety property violation, a counterexample consists

of a (single) failure path from the initial state of the system to a property violating state.

In this section we derive the definition of the counterexample notion in the context PCTL

and CSL model checking. Let M be a Markov chain, i.e. a DTMC or a CTMC. Let φ be

a PCTL or CSL property which is violated on M. The notion of a counterexample for

non-probabilistic formulae is straightforward and we focus on the definition of counterex-

amples for PCTL and CSL formulae of the form P��p(ϕ). We first introduce the notion

of a diagnostic path which we will need in the definition of counterexamples.

Definition 5: In a Markov chain M, a (finite) diagnostic path of P��p(ϕ) is a (finite)

path in M starting from the initial state that satisfies the path formula ϕ.

In both PCTL and CSL, ϕ is either an Until- or a bounded Until-formula. Any (infinite)

diagnostic path of P��p(ϕ) contains a finite prefix which satisfies ϕ. Diagnostic paths in

our setting are therefore always finite paths.
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We define the notion of a counterexample first for upper-bounded P-formulae, i.e.,

formulae of the form P<p(ϕ) or P≤p(ϕ).

Definition 6: Let M be a DTMC or CTMC violating an upper-bounded formula

P��p(ϕ). A counterexample for P��p(ϕ) is a measurable subset X ⊆ { σ ∈ PathsM(ŝ) |
σ |=M ϕ } of diagnostic paths such that PrM(X) �� p does not hold.

For lower-bounded P-formulae, a direct definition of counterexamples does not make

sense. For example, for a lower-bounded formula P≥p(ϕ), a measurable set X of diagnostic

paths with PrM(X) < p does not carry useful information since even the empty set

trivially fulfills this condition. We propose to handle lower-bounded formulae by giving a

witness that the accumulated probability of paths which do not satisfy ϕ is too high. In

the remainder we mainly focus on upper-bounded formulae, but discuss how our method

can be adopted to deal with lower-bounded formulae in Section IV-F. In the following

paragraphs II-D1 to II-D4 we explain some notions and basics related to counterexamples.

1) State Transition Graph (STG): The state space of a Markov chain M can be

viewed as a directed graph called State Transition Graph STGM (or simply STG if M
is clear from the context) where the nodes represent the states of the model and each

state transition (s, s′) is represented by a directed edge from s to s′. The counterexample

generation problem can be interpreted as a search problem on the state transition graph

STGM. Let P��p(ϕ) be the property for which we are generating a counterexample. The

path formula ϕ is an Until- or bounded Until-formula, i.e., ϕ = (φ1 U φ2) or ϕ =

(φ1 U≤t φ2). Only those paths which reach a φ2 state without traversing a non-φ1 state

can be diagnostic paths. We hence search for φ2 states, which we call target states. All

non-φ1 states will be made absorbing since the paths leaving them will not contribute to

the counterexample. Paths in an STGM do not carry stochastic nor time information.

To avoid confusion we refer to paths in an STGM as traces. We call a finite trace in

STGM from ŝ to a target state a diagnostic trace. On the other hand, there is a strong

relationship between traces in STGM and paths in M that we shall exploit later to

generate counterexamples.

2) Informative and Comprehensible Counterexamples: For a Markov chain M and

an upper-bounded property P��p(ϕ), a counterexample is a measurable set of diagnostic

paths. A diagnostic trace in STGM represents a set of diagnostic paths in M which mimic

this trace. If the accumulated probability of the set of diagnostic paths represented by a

particular diagnostic trace is high, then this diagnostic trace represents system behaviour
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that most significantly contributes to the property violation. Hence, a counterexample

which includes such highly probable diagnostic traces is more useful for debugging than

others. Moreover, such a counterexample exceeds the probability upper-bound with fewer

diagnostic traces than those counterexamples which only include diagnostic traces with

low probabilities. In other words, such a counterexample tends to be smaller than a

counterexample having the same probability without including highly probable diagnostic

trace. In order to provide counterexamples that a) are most informative in terms of the

property violating behaviour, and b) are easy to comprehend and manage we strive in

this paper to compute counterexamples which include diagnostic traces with the highest

possible probability.

3) Counterexample Generation as a k-Shortest-Paths-Problem: The problem of coun-

terexample generation can be viewed as an instance of the k-Shortest-Paths problem

(KSP) [32], [33]. This is the problem of finding the k shortest paths from a given start

node to a given target node in a weighted directed graph for an arbitrary number

k. To provide a counterexample we search on the state transition graph STGM for

most probable diagnostic traces. We continue to collect diagnostic traces until their

accumulated probability exceeds the probability bound p. Since we do not know at the

beginning how many traces we will need to exceed p we need KSP algorithms which

enumerate the most probable diagnostic traces one-by-one until “enough” diagnostic

traces are found. The best known examples for such algorithms are the algorithm of

Eppstein [33] and the Recursive Enumeration Algorithm REA [34].

4) Counterexamples as Diagnostic Subgraphs: Instead of explicitly computing a set

of diagnostic traces using KSP algorithms, our method provides a counterexample in a

compact form by computing a subgraph of the STGM that we refer to as a diagnostic

subgraph. It covers a set of diagnostic paths carrying the probability required to form a

counterexample.

Definition 7: For a Markov chain M and an upper-bounded P-formula, a diagnostic

subgraph is a subgraph of STGM with the following features.

1) It is either empty or it contains ŝ.

2) Each state of it is either a target state or a target state is reachable from it.

A diagnostic subgraph is called complete iff it contains all states and transitions which

lead to a target state.
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A diagnostic subgraph for an upper-bounded property P��p(ϕ) comprises a set X of

diagnostic paths. This is the set X ⊆ { σ ∈ PathsM(ŝ) | σ |=M ϕ } which comprises only

those diagnostic paths which are built of states and transitions included in the diagnostic

subgraph. This set is measurable which means that its accumulated probability PrM(X)

is well-defined as we show now. We turn the subgraph into a diagnostic Markov chain as

follows. For each state s contained in the diagnostic subgraph, we replace all outgoing

transitions of s which are not included in the diagnostic subgraph by a transition to an

extra absorbing state sink that is substituting the remaining part of the whole Markov

chain. The sought probability PrM(X) is equivalent to the result of checking the given

property P��p(ϕ) on the obtained diagnostic Markov chain. If PrM(X) violates the upper-

bound �� p, then X is a counterexample. Note that X is fully characterized by the

corresponding diagnostic subgraph. In this paper we often refer to diagnostic subgraphs

as counterexamples.

III. Directed Explicit State Search

A. Best-First Search (BF)

Most of the prevalent directed search algorithms are based on a common optimizing

search strategy called Best-First (BF) [8]. This strategy explores the given model on-

the-fly which means that the set S does not have to be given explicitly at the beginning.

It is sufficient to give the initial state ŝ ∈ S and a successor function succ : S → 2S.

We will be dealing exclusively with locally finite graphs for which every state has got a

finite number of successors. BF uses a set called closed to collect information about all

explored states which have been expanded, which means that their successors have been

generated. BF also uses a set called open to store all explored states which have not been

expanded yet. The set open is organized as a priority queue which is sorted according

to the “quality” of states, i.e. the promise of a state to lead to the sought solution. This

quality is estimated numerically by an evaluation function f . f usually depends on local

state information as well as information gathered by the search so far. In addition, f may

depend on the specification of the target states as well as further knowledge about the

problem domain. This knowledge is commonly encoded in a heuristic function h which

is used by the evaluation function f . If such a heuristic function is used in the search we

call the resulting algorithm heuristics-guided, informed or directed.
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The core step in each BF iteration is the expansion of the state s from open with the

best f value. Each successor state s′ is labeled with a parent link to its parent s. If s′ is

a target state, the algorithm terminates with the path constructed by backtracking the

parent links from s′ up to the initial state ŝ. Otherwise, s is put into open. If s′ has been

explored before, i.e. it is contained in open or closed, then the better path to s′ is taken

and the other is discarded. Consequently, each explored state with the exception of the

initial state has exactly one parent. These parent links form a tree which is called the

search tree. For any state s, the unique path in the search tree from the root ŝ to s is

called the solution base of s.

BF is a complete search algorithm [8]. Many heuristic search strategies including BF

have a worst-case exponential complexity [35], [36], [37] while showing a good average

case performance. We will therefore not focus on complexity analysis of heuristic search

algorithms in this paper.

BF is instantiated to concrete algorithms by specifying a concrete evaluation function

f , or by requiring f to satisfy particular conditions. For example, BF becomes Z if the

evaluation function f is computed recursively [8]. The recursive nature of the evaluation

function allows shared computation and selective updating which are essential for efficient

search in particular on large graphs [8]. A∗ is a specialization of Z which finds the shortest

path where the path length is the sum of the transition weights.

B. Extended Best-First Search (XBF)

Applying any algorithm which is based on BF to STGM would deliver a single diag-

nostic trace as a solution. Because we are interested in selecting a diagnostic subgraph,

we extended the search strategy BF to a new one called eXtended Best-First (XBF) by

the following three modifications:

1) For each state we record all parent states which we find during the search. We

replace the single parent link used in BF by a list parents containing a link to each

parent detected by the search.

2) In addition to open and closed, XBF maintains a graph Diag which contains, at

any point in the search, the currently selected diagnostic subgraph.

3) XBF does not terminate when it finds the first target state. It continues the

search for further target states until the whole state space has been processed,

or termination is explicitly requested.
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Algorithm 1: XBF
Data: A state transition graph given by its initial state ŝ ∈ S and its successor function succ

Result: A diagnostic subgraph

open ← an empty priority queue; closed ← an empty hash table; Diag ← an empty graph1

Insert ŝ into open2

while open is not empty and termination is not requested do3

Remove from open and place on closed the state s for which f is optimal.4

foreach s′ ∈ succ(s) do5

Add a pointer to s into parents of s′.6

Compute f(s′).7

if s′ is a target state or s′ is in Diag then8

Backtrack all parent links from s′ up to the ŝ adding all touched states and transitions into9

Diag.

Signalize “update of Diag”.10

if s′ is not already in open or closed then11

Insert s′ into open.12

else13

if The newly computed f(s′) is better than the old value then14

Replace the old value of f(s′) by the new one.15

if s′ is in closed then Reopen s′ (move it to open).16

return Diag and exit.17

The pseudo code of XBF is given in Algorithm 1. The while-loop starting at code line

3 will run until open is empty or termination is explicitly requested. The termination can

be requested using an arbitrary condition which we refer to as the explicit termination

condition. In the context of counterexample generation, this condition is typically that the

selected diagnostic subgraph has a sufficient amount of probability. In each iteration of

the while-loop the open state s with the optimal f -value is expanded. For each successor

s′ of s, a pointer to the parent s is added into the parents list of s′ and f(s′) is computed.

The if-statement starting at Line 8 checks whether s′ is a target state or it has been

already added to Diag. This check detects new increments of the diagnostic subgraph.

If s′ is a target state or it belongs to Diag, i.e. it is known, from prior search, that a

target state is reachable from s′, then the whole part, of the explored portion of the state

transition graph, which leads to s′ is added to Diag at Line 9. The code line 10 is useful

to gather any information needed for the explicit termination condition. If s′ is a new

state, i.e. it has not been visited before, then it is added into open at Line 12. Otherwise,
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i.e. if s′ already exists in closed or open, then we compare the newly computed f(s′) with

the old one. If the new value of f(s′) is better than the old one, then we set the f(s′) to

the new value. In this case, if s′ is closed, then it is reopened, i.e. it is moved from closed

to open (see Line 16). Finally, when the while-loop terminates, the algorithm returns

the selected diagnostic subgraph Diag as a result.

Note that every state may have several parents representing several solution bases, i.e.

traces leading from ŝ to the state. With the “solution base” of a state we always mean

the optimal one, i.e. the one causing the best f -value.

C. Properties of XBF

1) Correctness: The proof of correctness of XBF consists in proving that Diag is really

a diagnostic subgraph. We have to prove that Diag is either empty, or it contains ŝ

and every state in Diag leads to a target state. The subgraph Diag is constructed and

incremented at code lines 8 and 9. If s′ is a target state, then it is trivial that all ancestors

of s′ lead to a target state, namely s′, and, hence, can be added to Diag. Amongst others,

the state ŝ will be added into Diag since it is an ancestor of s′. Moreover, if s′ is in Diag,

then we know that s′ leads to a target state. As a consequence all ancestors of s′ lead

to that target state and they can all be added into Diag. This means that any state or

transition will be added to Diag only if it is a target state or if it leads to one. If no

target state is reachable, then Diag will stay empty. In conclusion, Diag is a diagnostic

subgraph.

2) Termination and Completeness: For proving the termination and completeness of

XBF we need the following observation. In the case that XBF does not reopen any state,

it is guaranteed to terminate on a finite graph since it expands a new state in every

iteration. XBF reopens a closed state only if it finds a new trace leading to a better f

value of the state, or if it encounters the state at shorter depth in the depth-bounded

case. In both cases, the new trace must be acyclic, because any cyclic trace causes a

worse f than the trace which is obtained by not considering the cycle. Opening a new

state or reopening a closed state hence means the detection of a new acyclic trace. The

number of acyclic traces in a finite graph is finite. At some point, XBF will detect all

acyclic traces and terminate.

If the external termination condition is not enabled, then XBF will run until open is

empty. Let (s, s′) be an arbitrary transition which belongs to the complete diagnostic
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subgraph. The queue open can not become empty before s is reached and expanded

discovering the transition (s, s′). If s′ is a target state or it belongs already to Diag,

then (s, s′) and the whole portion of the state space leading to s will be added to Diag,

see Lines 8 and 9 in Algorithm 1. Otherwise, the same argument can be applied to all

diagnostic transitions reachable from s′. This means that (s, s′) is guaranteed to be added

to Diag at some point. We can conclude that any diagnostic transition will be added into

Diag at some point in the search which establishes completeness of XBF.

3) Optimality: A counterexample is optimal when a diagnostic trace which is included

in the diagnostic subgraph is at least as “good” as any diagnostic trace which is not

included. XBF cannot guarantee optimality of the computed counterexample. The main

reason for that is XBF keeps for every state all traces leading to it in order to be able

to construct the diagnostic subgraph. This feature entails that diagnostic traces which

are not optimal can be added to the counterexample. However, optimality is not the

objective of our approach, and our experiments in Section V will show that it computes

counterexamples with very high quality.

IV. Generation of Counterexamples

In order to generate a counterexample for a Markov chain M and an upper-bounded

property P��p(ϕ) we perform an XBF search on STGM. XBF incrementally selects a

diagnostic subgraph of STGM until the probability of the diagnostic subgraph either

exceeds or reaches p, depending on whether the property requires a strict or a non-strict

bound, respectively. This requires periodically computing the probability of Diag (c.f.

Line 10 in Algorithm 1) using a stochastic model checker. Doing so each time when Diag

is updated would be fairly inefficient. Therefore, we perform this check only when the

size of Diag has grown by q percent. In our experiments, q = 20%.

A. State Evaluation Function

XBF is guided by a heuristic evaluation function f that we now define. As argued

before, we are searching for informative counterexamples that carry high probability. We

hence define f so that it guides the search along the most probable diagnostic traces.

A finite trace R = 〈s0, . . . , sn〉 is a compact presentation of the set PathsM(〈s0, . . . ,

sn〉) := {σ ∈ PathsM | ∀0 ≤ i ≤ n . σ[i] = si} of all paths in M which mimic R. The set

PathsM(R) is measurable for both CTMCs and DTMCs. In the case of a DTMC D, the
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trace R = 〈s0, . . . , sn〉 represents the same set of paths as the finite sequence s0, . . . , sn.

In other words, PathsD(R) is just the cylinder set cyl(s0, . . . , sn). The probability of

PathsD(R) is given as follows:

probD(〈s0, . . . , sn〉) := PrDs0
(PathsD(〈s0, . . . , sn〉))

= PrDs0
(cyl(s0, . . . , sn))

=
n−1∏
i=0

P(si, si+1)

In the case of a CTMC C, we allow the residence time in each state si to vary from 0 up

to ∞ and hence PathsC(R) includes all paths which mimic R independently of any time

delays. PathsC(R) is then equal to the cylinder set cyl(s0, [0, ∞[, . . . , [0, ∞[, sn). This

implies that probC(〈s0, . . . , sn〉) := PrCs0
(PathsC(〈s0, . . . , sn〉)) = PrCs0

(cyl(s0, [0, ∞[, . . . ,

[0, ∞[, sn)). The term
∫
Ii

Λ(si) · e−Λ(si)·t · dt from Equation 2 represents the probability

of firing any transition outgoing from state si after an arbitrary time delay in si, which

means Ii = [0, ∞[. This corresponds to a value of 1.0. The probability to fire particularly

the transition (si, si+1) after an arbitrary time can therefore be given by the branching

probability R(si,si+1)
Λ(si)

. By using Equation 2 we obtain the following closed expression:

probC(R) = PrCs0
(cyl(s0, [0, ∞[, . . . , [0, ∞[, sn)) =

n−1∏
i=0

R(si,si+1)
Λ(si)

Now we are able to compare traces with respect to their suitability for inclusion into

a counterexample. Let R1 and R2 be two traces in a Markov chain M. The trace R1 is

considered to be more suitable than R2 iff probM(R1) > probM(R2). We use this metric

in defining the state evaluation function f used by XBF as follows. We aim to define the

evaluation function f such that for every state s f(s) estimates the probability of the

optimal diagnostic trace through s. Let Rs be the solution base of s. We define g(s) :=

probM(Rs). In case we possess special knowledge regarding the application domain we

can exploit this to estimate the probability of the optimal trace, denoted here as R∗,

from s to a target state. We formulate a heuristic function h, such that h(s) estimates

the probability probM(R∗). Note that during the search R∗ is not known. It is even not

guaranteed that a trace from s to a target state exists at all. Thus, h(s) can only be a

heuristic value. We then define

f(s) = g(s) · h(s). (3)

The determination of a suitable h is a manual process and tailored to the particular

application. Some work on automatically synthesizing heuristic estimate functions in
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ongoing [38]. The automated synthesis of heuristic estimate functions for stochastic model

checking is beyond the scope of this paper.

XBF uses the evaluation function f in order to steer the search such that the most

probable diagnostic traces will be selected first. Notice that f does not take the time

bound into account that may be specified if ϕ is a bounded Until-formula.

B. State Evaluation in The Time Bounded Case

Let M be a Markov chain and R be a trace in STGM. In the time bounded property

case we are interested only in those paths from PathsM(R) which run along R completely

within at most t time units. We refer to the set of such paths as PathsM≤t(R). We refer to

the probability of PathsM≤t(R) as the time bounded probability of R, denoted as probM≤t(R).

In the case of a DTMC D, the set PathsD≤t(R) is empty iff |R| > t, or otherwise identical

to PathsD(R). Consequently,

probD≤t(R) =

⎧⎨
⎩

probD(R), if |R| ≤ t, or

0 otherwise.

We define the time bounded variant of the evaluation function as

ft(s) = gt(s) · h(s), (4)

where gt(s) = probD≤t(Rs). Remember that Rs is the solution base of s.

In the continuous-time case we first consider the case of a time upper-bound. That

means the time constraint is an interval of the form [0, t]. For a CTMC C, the set

PathsC≤t(R) is defined as

PathsC≤t(〈s0, . . . , sn〉) := {σ ∈ PathsC | σ = s0, t0, . . . , tn−1, sn, . . . and
n−1∑
i=0

ti ≤ t}.

The time-bounded probability probC≤t(R) is then defined as follows:

probC≤t(〈s0, . . . , sn〉) := PrCs0
(PathsC≤t(R))

= PrCs0
(

⋃
t0,...,tn−1:

n−1P

i=0
ti≤t

cyl(s0, [0, t0], . . . , [0, tn−1], sn) )

The direct computation of this value is very expensive and afflicted with numerical

instability problems. Thus, probC≤t(R) cannot be used directly in evaluating traces during

the search. We address this problem using an approximation based on the uniformization

of the CTMC [39], [40], [41], [9]. Briefly speaking, the uniformization method turns a
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given CTMC C = (S, ŝ, R, L) into a DTMC DC = (S, ŝ, P, L) by normalizing all rates

in C with respect to a uniformization rate q where q ≥ max{ Λ(s) | s ∈ S }. In

the uniformized DTMC DC, the transition probability P(s, s′) = R(s, s′)
q

is assigned to

each pair of states (s, s′). Every transition in DC corresponds to a time delay, which is

exponentially distributed with a rate q. For any state s with Λ(s) < q the residence time

of s is probabilistically longer than a single exponentially distributed delay with the rate

q. Therefore, a self loop with the transition probability P(s, s) = q−Λ(s)
q

is added. This

self loop allows the system to state in s after a transition.

Example 2: The uniformization of the CTMC given in Figure 2 using the uniformiza-

tion rate q := max{ Λ(s) | s ∈ S } = 10 will yield to the DTMC defined in Figure 1.

The uniformized DTMC DC is embedded into a Poisson process PPq,t which describes

the probability that DC makes a certain discrete number k of transitions within the

continuous time budget t. PPq,t is formally defined as PPq,t(k) := (q·t)k

k!
· e−q·t.

In our counterexample generation method we perform the XBF search on the state

transition graph STGDC
of the uniformized DTMC DC . This results in selecting a diag-

nostic subgraph of STGDC
. The question is now what the selected subgraph means in C.

It is hard to interpret the set of paths, which are represented by R, in C. To solve this

problem we also take those paths into account which execute the self loops introduced

by the uniformization. Formally, we define a path set PathsDC

� ≤k(R) for a discrete time

bound (i.e. step bound) as follows:

PathsDC
� ≤k(〈s0 . . . sn〉) := { σ ∈ PathsDC | σ = sk0

0 . . . skn
n . . .

for some k0, . . . , kn > 0 with
n−1∑
i=0

ki ≤ k }

Then, we define probDC
� ≤k(R) = PrDC

s0
(PathsDC

� ≤k(R)). Note that PrDC
s0

(PathsDC
� ≤k(R))

is the probability to run a path along R including possible self loops within at most k

steps. It is also the probability to reach sn restricted to R within k steps. This, in turn, is

equivalent to the transient probability πR(sn, k) of being in sn at step k when considering

sn as being absorbing:

probDC
� ≤k(R) = probDC

� ≤k(〈s0 . . . sn〉) = π〈s0...sn〉(sn, k) (5)

We will show later how the function π〈s0...sn〉 can be computed. Notice that probDC
� ≤k(R) is

the probability measured in the uniformized DTMC DC. In order to compute probC≤t(R),

i.e. the probability of R in the CTMC C, we have to involve the Poisson probability
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distribution for all possible discrete numbers of steps as mentioned above. This results

into the following equation:

probC≤t(〈s0 . . . sn〉) =

∞∑
k=0

PPq,t(k) · probDC
� ≤k(〈s0 . . . sn〉)

The infinite sum has to be truncated to a finite one consisting of the first K terms. It is

possible to compute the number K such that the truncation error is confined to a very

small bound ε [9].

probC≤t(〈s0 . . . sn〉) ≈
K∑

k=0

PPq,t(k) · probDC
� ≤k(〈s0 . . . sn〉)

Together with Equation 5 we derive the following equation:

probC≤t(〈s0 . . . sn〉) ≈
K∑

k=0

PPq,t(k) · π〈s0...sn〉(sn, k)

Recall that our goal is to come up with a suitable evaluation function to guide the

search rather than a precise computation of the probabilities. Hence, we want to avoid

computing the summation given above, which can be very expensive, in particular for

large K. For this reason we make the following simplification. Instead of considering

all numbers of discrete hops and their probability distribution described by the Poisson

process, we simply allow the DC to make the maximal number of hops K. In other

words, we simplify the problem by assuming that K discrete hops will happen with

the probability one. We define a function gπ based on this simplification which will

replace the functions g and gt used in f and ft. Let s be a state explored by XBF. Then,

gπ(s) = πRs(s, K), where Rs is the solution base of s. gπ(s) is then an over-approximation

of the probability of reaching s via the trace Rs within time t. In principle, various

alternative simplifications could be used, for instance to consider the expected value of

the Poisson process instead of K. However, we chose K because it ensures that gπ is

an optimistic estimate of the probability of Rs. Optimistic estimates are preferable in

heuristic search because they usually improve the quality of the solution. Note also that

an optimistic heuristic estimate is necessary in A∗ to guarantee the optimality of the

solution [7], [8]. Similar to the evaluation function f defined in Equation 3, we use gπ to

define a new state evaluation function fπ as:

fπ(s) = gπ(s) · h(s). (6)
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We next show how to compute the transient probability distribution π〈s0...sn〉. We

assume s0 to be the start point. Formally,

π〈s0...sn〉(si, 0) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1, if i = 0

0, otherwise

Now we compute π〈s0...sn〉(si, k) for time point k > 0. The probability to be in s0 at

any time point greater than 0 arises from firing the self loop at s0. More precisely,

π〈s0...sn〉(s0, k) = π〈s0...sn〉(s0, k − 1) · P(s0, s0). For any other state si with the excep-

tion of the last state sn, a portion of the probability comes from the predecessor si−1

and another portion comes from firing the self loop at si. Therefore, π〈s0...sn〉(si, k) =

π〈s0...sn〉(si−1, k−1) ·P(si−1, si)+ π〈s0...sn〉(si, k−1) ·P(si, si). We treat sn, the last state of

R as an absorbing state. That means π〈s0...sn〉(sn, k) = π〈s0...sn〉(sn−1, k− 1) ·P(sn−1, sn)+

π〈s0...sn〉(sn, k − 1). We notice that π〈s0...sn〉 is recursively computed. In particular, for

computing π〈s0...sn〉(sn, K) we need the values π〈s0...sn〉(sn−1, k) for all k ∈ {0, . . . , K − 1}.
This means that during the XBF search we have to store a vector (πRs(s, k))0≤k<K , which

we denote by π(s), for each open state s. This vector is needed to compute gπ for the

successors of s when s is expanded.

If the time constraint is an interval [t1, t2] then our heuristic would just consider the

upper bound t2. This is justified since each trace which represents paths with execution

times less than t1 also represents paths with execution time in [t1, t2]. The probability of

diagnostic paths with a duration of less than t1 will be excluded by the model checking

of the counterexample.

Note that the time bound t induces a depth bound for the search. Both evaluation

functions ft and fπ depend on the depth of the currently explored state. In order to ensure

completeness of the search we consider the minimal depth of a state when computing its

ft- or fπ-value.

Both state evaluation functions f and ft, c. f. Equations 3 and 4, are relatively easy

to compute. Computing fπ requires additional runtime and memory effort for computing

and storing the π vectors. This could have a negative impact on the performance of the

search algorithms that we use, in particular for large time bounds when the π vectors

become bigger. On the other hand, for any trace R in a Markov chain M, the bigger

the time bound t is, the closer probM≤t(R) becomes to probM(R). In other words, the

advantage gained by the more precise evaluation using fπ is less significant for large time

bounds. In our experiments, we hardly found a case where the effort needed to compute
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fπ paid off, see Section V. Hence, from the practical point of view, in the case of a CTMC

we recommend to use f instead of fπ, in particular when the time bound is large or if a

decline in the quality of the counterexample is acceptable.

C. XBF Based Algorithms

As we will show soon, the evaluation functions f , ft and fπ as defined in Equations 3,

4 and 6 are computed by a recursive procedure. This means that the algorithms obtained

from XBF by using f , ft or fπ are extended variants of the Z algorithm (see Section III-A).

When f or ft is used, we refer to the algorithm as XZ. If the algorithm uses fπ, then we

refer to it as XZπ. Further, if no heuristic estimate h is used in the evaluation function,

we get undirected variants of the algorithms which we refer to as XUZ and XUZπ.

In order to show that fπ is recursively computed, we have to verify that fπ(s) = F (χ(r),

fπ(r), h(s)) when an arbitrary state r is expanded generating a successor state s. F

stands for an arbitrary function. From the definition of gπ we can see that gπ(s) =

F ′(π(r), P(r, s)) for a particular combination F ′. Furthermore, gπ(s) · h(s) = F ′(π(r),

P(r, s)) · h(s) = F ′′(π(r), P(r, s), h(s)) for a further combination function F ′′. π(r)

and P(r, s) are local parameters of r. Thus, we define χ(r) as {π(r), P(r, s)}. Conse-

quently, F ′′(π(r), P(r, s), h(s)) = F ′′(χ(r), h(s)). In summary, fπ(s) = gπ(s) · h(s) =

F ′(π(r), P(r, s)) · h(s) = F ′′(χ(r), h(s)) = F (χ(r), fπ(r), h(s)). The recursiveness of f

and ft can be derived by similar considerations.

D. Example

We illustrate the functioning of the algorithm using the following example. Let C be the

CTMC given in Figure 2. We consider the property P≤0.4(true U≤1.0 crash). The CTMC

C refutes the property because PrC(true U≤1.0 crash), according to the model checker

PRISM, is 0.63 which is greater than 0.4. To generate a counterexample we applied

XUZπ on the uniformized DTMC given in Figure 1. We observed the events illustrated

in Figure 3. At some point of the search algorithm will select the diagnostic subgraph

highlighted by bold lines in Figure 3a. The corresponding diagnostic CTMC, denoted

here as C1, is given in Figure 3b. This diagnostic subgraph is not a counterexample since

at this point the model checker computes the probability PrC1(true U≤1.0 crash) = 0.30

while the probability bound is 0.4. After some iterations the solution will grow into

the subgraph highlighted in Figure 3c. The corresponding diagnostic CTMC, denoted
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here as C2, violates the property since the model checker computes the probability

PrC2(true U≤1.0 crash) = 0.50 > 0.4. Hence, this diagnostic subgraph will be delivered to

the user as a counterexample. Note that it is not possible to decrease the total probability

to be under 0.4, the given upper bound, without applying changes to the part of the model

returned as a counterexample. It is easy to see that the best way to debug the model

is to confine the factors leading to a crash during initialisation (state s0) and running

(state s2). This means reducing the rates of the transitions (s0, s3) and (s2, s5). Crashes

during the ready state (state s1) have a secondary impact.

(a) Diagnostic subgraph with a probability of 0.30 (b) The diagnostic CTMC constructed from the

diagnostic subgraph from Figure 3a

(c) Diagnostic subgraph with a probability of 0.50 (d) The complete diagnostic subgraph with a

probability of 0.65

Fig. 3: Incremental Selection of a counterexample

If the algorithm would continue, it would select the complete diagnostic subgraph

which can be found as given in Figure 3d.
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E. Further Application Scenarios

The main application of our approach is to provide counterexamples when a given

Markov chain M refutes a given upper-bounded property P��p(ϕ). However, this does not

mean that our approach is only applicable after model checking. An important feature

of this approach is that it allows the analysis of P��p(ϕ) even if M is too large to fit

completely into the memory and hence a complete model checking is not possible. Since

our approach is based on directed search, which does not require generating the whole

state transition graph STGM, it can be applied to such huge models. Often, a diagnostic

subgraph with probability greater than p can be found by exploring a relatively small

portion of STGM, which can be accommodated in the memory. Our method can therefore

be applied in cases where a complete stochastic model checking would fail because the

complete model is too large to fit into the memory.

Sometimes one is interested in knowing the probability PrM(ϕ), or usually an ap-

proximation of it, rather than knowing whether P≤p(ϕ) is satisfied or not. XBF based

algorithms approximate the probability PrM(ϕ) from below. Checking the property on

the diagnostic Markov chain obtained from the complete diagnostic subgraph results in

the same probability as checking it on the original Markov chain. A sufficient approx-

imation can often be achieved by selecting even a very small diagnostic subgraph. In

such cases, XBF allows fast analysis, since selecting a suitable diagnostic subgraph and

checking the property on it can be performed faster than checking the property on the

original model, see for example the case study in Section V-C.

F. Dealing With Lower-Bounded Formulae

We argued in Section II-D that a direct definition of counterexamples for lower-

bounded P-formulae is not possible. Instead, we provide a counterexample for P≥p(ϕ)

as a measurable set X ⊆ {σ ∈ PathsM | σ �M ϕ} such that PrM(X) > 1 − p. The set

X proves that PrM(ϕ) < p and can be considered as a counterexample for P≥p(ϕ). The

challenge is then to collect paths violating ϕ.

First we handle the case when ϕ is a time-unbounded Until-formula, i.e. ϕ = (φ1 U φ2).

Our objective is to select a measurable set X of paths violating (φ1Uφ2) such that

PrM(X) > 1 − p. A path violates (φ1Uφ2) if it leads to a state which either violates

both φ1 and φ2, or it never reaches a state satisfying φ2. We formally state this fact as
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follows:

σ �M (φ1 U φ2) ⇔ σ �M ( (φ1 ∧ ¬φ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:φ̄1

U ((¬φ1 ∧ ¬φ2) ∨ φ∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:φ̄2

)

φ∗ is a new state proposition which indicates for each state whether it belongs to a bottom

strongly connected component (BSCC), the states of which satisfy φ̄1 = (φ1 ∧ ¬φ2). A

BSCC is a maximal strongly connected components which has not got any outgoing

transitions. That means, a state s satisfies φ∗ iff all states which are reachable outgoing

from s satisfy φ̄1. We can handle a strictly lower-bounded property P>p(φ1 U φ2) which

results in the upper-bounded property P<1−p(φ̄1 U φ̄2). To generate a counterexample we

need to compute all BSCCs first, using an adoption of an algorithm for strongly connected

components like [42] and states which belong to BSCCs satisfying φ̄1 are labeled with the

new proposition φ∗. Afterwards we can apply the described approach for upper-bounded

properties to P≤1−p(φ̄1 U φ̄2) or P<1−p(φ̄1 U φ̄2), depending on the strictness of the

bound.

Next we consider the case when ϕ is a time-bounded until-formula of the form ϕ =

(φ1 U≤t φ2). A path in M violates (φ1 U≤t φ2) if either it does not reach a φ2-state

within t time units, or if it reaches a state violating φ1 before it reaches a φ2-state.

σ �M (φ1 U≤t φ2) ⇔ σ �M (¬φ2 U≤t ¬φ1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ϕ̄1

∨ σ �M �≤t(φ1 ∧ ¬φ2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ϕ̄2

.

ϕ̄1 characterizes those paths which violate (φ1 U≤t φ2) because they reach a state violating

φ1 before reaching a φ2-state within time t. On the other hand, ϕ̄1 characterizes those

paths which violate (φ1 U≤t φ2) because they do not reach a φ2-state within time t. This

equivalence holds for PCTL formulae on DTMCs and CSL formulae on CTMCs. In the

case of a DTMC, we apply XBF to search for traces satisfying ϕ̄1 or ϕ̄2. Every time we

want to measure the probability of the selected diagnostic subgraph, we need to run the

model checker twice to compute the probability of both PrM(ϕ̄1) and PrM(ϕ̄2). Notice

that ϕ̄2 = �≤t(φ1 ∧¬φ2) is not a PCTL path formula. Nevertheless, standard stochastic

model checkers such as PRISM have algorithms available to model check it. We point out

that no path can satisfy both ϕ̄1 and ϕ̄2. We can, therefore, easily add both probabilities

together to obtain the total probability of the diagnostic subgraph. A counterexample is

found once the sum of both probabilities exceeds 1 − p.

In the case of a CTMCs we apply XBF search to the STG of the uniformized DTMC
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as described above. We substitute the continuous time bound t with the discrete bound

K as mentioned in Section IV-B.

V. Experimental Evaluation

We evaluated our approach experimentally with respect to the quality of the delivered

counterexamples and the computational costs. The computational costs involve runtime

and memory consumption. We measure the quality of a counterexample in terms of the

ratio between its size and the size of the entire model. The size here is defined as the sum

of the number of states and transitions. The ratio between the size of the counterexample

and the entire model is a good measure to assess which portion of the complete model the

user needs to analyze in order to understand why the model refutes the given property.

We implemented the XBF search strategy and instantiated from it the algorithms

XZ, XUZ, XZπ and XUZπ. We also implemented Eppstein’s algorithm to experimentally

compare our approach with the KSP based approach of [25], [26]. Our implementation

uses the PRISM Simulation Engine to generate the state transition graph of the DTMCs

and CTMCs that we use in our experiments.

In all experiments we proceeded as follows. Let M be the Markov chain and ϕ the

path formula which we are interested in. We generated a counterexample for the upper-

bounded property P<p(ϕ) where p = PrM(ϕ) computed using the PRISM model checker.

In this way we can obtain experimental information about generating counterexamples

not only for the upper-bound p but for any probability bound less than or equal to p.

We truncated insignificant decimal places from p in order to dispose of rounding errors,

which may be made during the checking of the model or the counterexamples. We ran

all experiments on a machine having an Intel Pentium CPU with 3.2 GHz speed1 and

2 GB of memory. For technical reasons, we limited the runtime of all algorithms to at

most one hour (3, 600 seconds). The algorithms were implemented in Java.

We considered five case studies, c.f. Sections V-A to V-E. We study the scalability of

our method regarding the model size in Section V-F. We then demonstrate the impact of

specifying different time bounds in the property on the various algorithms in Section V-G.

In Section V-H we analyze how a variation of the value of PrM(ϕ) influences the

1The CPU had two cores with 3.2 GHz each. However, we do not benefit of both cores because our

implementation does not contain any kind of parallelism.
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counterexample generation. Finally, we summarize our conclusions from the experiments

in Section V-I.

A. Workstation Cluster

This case study is a CTMC model of a dependable cluster of workstations as first

presented in [43]. It represents a system consisting of two sub-clusters connected via a

backbone. Each sub-cluster consists of N workstations with a central switch that provides

the interface to the backbone. Each of the components of the system (workstations,

switches, and backbone) can break down with a certain rate. At least 2
3
N workstations

have to be operational connected to each other via operational switches in order to

provide minimum quality of service (QoS). We refer to this model with the short name

Cluster.

We are interested in the likelihood that the QoS drops below the minimum within

100 time units, i.e. the path formula is (true U≤100 ¬minimum). Here, we set the

parameter N to 64 which results in a CTMC with 151, 060 states and 733, 216 transitions.

PRISM computed the probability Pr(true U≤100 ¬minimum) = 5.022E−5 within 95.465

seconds using 5, 077.4 KB. We ran the algorithms XZ, XUZ, XZπ, XUZπ and Eppstein

to generate counterexamples for the property P<5.022E−5(true U≤100 ¬minimum). We

invented the following, relatively simple heuristic function h to be used in XZ and XZπ.

The switches are central components of the system. Thus, our heuristic focuses on them

and ignores other components. For each state s, we define two values hl(s) and hr(s). If

a switch is down, then the sub-cluster is not operational. In this case the corresponding

value of hl(s) and hr(s) is equal to 1. Otherwise, at least one transition is required for

a switch to break down. This is indicated by the value 0.5 of hl(s) or hr(s) respectively.

Both switches need to break down in order to reach a state where both sub-cluster are

not operational. Thus we set h(s) = hl(s) · hr(s).

The results of the counterexample generation are illustrated in Figure 4. The X-

axis indicates the probability of the counterexample which has been selected so far.

Figures 4b and 4c show the runtime and memory effort needed by the various algorithms.

Figure 4a shows, for each algorithm, the size of portion of the state transition graph which

has been explored to provide a counterexample with a certain amount of probability.

Figure 4d shows the quality of the counterexample. We use similar diagrams to present

the results for each case study. The diagrams should be read as follows: To provide
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Fig. 4: Counterexample generation for P<5.022E−5(true U≤100 ¬minimum) on Cluster

(N = 64).

a counterexample for a probability upper-bound 3 E-5, XZ needed about 2 seconds of

runtime (c.f. Figure 4b), 15 KB of memory (c.f. Figure 4c) and explored about 350

states and transitions (c.f. Figure 4a). XZπ needed about 30 seconds, approximately

1,700 KB and explored about 420 states and transitions. The counterexample in both

cases covers about 0.03% of the entire model (c.f. Figure 4d). Eppstein failed to provide a

counterexample for this probability bound after exploring 270,000 states and transitions

and 1 hour of runtime and more than 11,000 KB.

Figure 4a shows that all XBF based algorithms provided a counterexample with the

total probability p =5.022 E-5 by exploring less than 23,000 states and transitions.

Eppstein’s algorithm had to explore the complete state transition graph, i.e. about

270,000 states and transitions, before it could provide counterexamples for any probability
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bound. This is also reflected in the required runtime and memory as shown in Figures 4b

and 4c. Eppstein’s algorithm delivers the first diagnostic trace after approximately 1,250

seconds and after consuming more than 10,000 KB of memory. After 1 hour of runtime

Eppstein could provide counterexamples only for probability bounds less than 1 E−5.

All XBF based algorithms explored portions of the STG of approximately the same

size, c.f. Figure 4a. Figures 4b and 4c show that the computational costs, in particular

the memory consumption, of XZπ and XUZπ are higher than those of XZ and XUZ since

additional effort is needed for storing and computing the π-vectors.

Figure 4d shows that the counterexample covers less than 1.8% of the entire model in

all cases. In order to debug the model the user needs to analyse at most 1.8% and in

most cases even less than 0.2% of the entire model.

The curves of XZ, XUZ, XZπ and XUZπ in all plots of Figure 4 increase very slowly

at first then increase rapidly just before reaching the total probability p. This confirms

that our proposed algorithms discover the most probable diagnostic traces quite early

on in the search and that the remaining parts of the model contribute with relatively

small probability. When only diagnostic traces with low probabilities remain a noticeable

increase in the probability requires relatively high search effort. If we compare the curves

of XZπ and XUZπ we notice some advantage in guiding the search by a heuristic estimate

h in terms of both runtime and memory consumption. This advantage is smaller in the

case of XZ and XUZ. The more precise evaluation function fπ in algorithms XZπ and

XUZπ did not lead to a significant improvement of the counterexample quality in this

case study.

B. Embedded Control System

This case study models an embedded control system based on the one presented in [44].

The system consists of a main processor (M), an input processor (I), an output processor

(O), 3 sensors and two actuators. The input processor I reads data from the sensors and

forwards it to M. Based on this data, M sends instructions to the output processor O

which controls both actuators according to the received instructions. This model, which

we refer to as Embedded, is translated by PRISM into a CTMC C comprising 8,548 states

and 36,041 transitions (model parameter MAX COUNT = 8).

Various failure modes, e.g. failure of I, M or O or sensor or actuator failure, can lead

to shutdown the system. We are interested in the likelihood that the system shuts down
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within one hour. One hour corresponds to 3,600 time units as one time unit is one second

according to the description of the PRISM model. That means, we consider the path

formula of (true U≤3,600 down). PRISM computes the probability PrC(true U≤3,600 down)

as 3.0726 E-4. This required approximately 0.3 seconds and 314.4 KB. We applied the

various algorithms in order to generate counterexamples for the upper-bounded property

P≤3.0726 E−4 (true U≤3,600 down).

We defined the heuristic function h used in the algorithm XZ and XZπ based on the

following idea. For each failure mode we first determine transitions which are necessary to

reach from s a state which represents the corresponding failure. For instance, according

to the model the system is shutdown when two sensors fail. Thus, in order to reach a

failure state of the sensor component at least two sensor failure transitions have to be

fired. The heuristic estimate then corresponds to the probability of firing these necessary

transitions. This is calculated as the product of the probabilities of these transitions. The

probability that the system is shut down is, roughly speaking, equal to the probability

that any of failure modes occurs. Hence, we define h(s) to be the sum of the estimates

for all failure modes. The summation of the component probabilities is justified since the

various failure modes are independent.

We present the results of the counterexample generation in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows

that all XBF based algorithms provided counterexamples for the most upper-bounds

by exploring less than 800 states and transitions. They required less than 15 seconds,

c.f. Figure 5b. XZ and XUZ consumed about 100 KB to achieve this, whereas XZπ

and XUZπ needed about 500 KB. Meanwhile, Eppstein explored the complete STG,

with approximately 20,000 states and transitions, before it provided a counterexample.

It was able to provide a large portion of the counterexample after about 50 seconds.

However, after this it failed to make a noticeable progress with realistic effort. This

effect can be explained as follows. Since the STG is relatively small Eppstein explored

quickly and selected the first most probable diagnostic diagnostic traces. These traces

carried the most probability. The remaining diagnostic traces had insignificant individual

probabilities which impeded the progress of the algorithm. This also explains the rapid

increase in the curves of XZ, XUZ, XZπ and XUZπ just before the end as shown in

Figure 5. In particular the steep increase of the counterexample size, to achieve the total

probability of 3.0726 E − 4 (see Figure 5d), confirms that the remaining probability is

distributed over a relatively large portion of the model. The XBF algorithms tackled the
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Fig. 5: Counterexample generation for P≤3.0726 E−4 (true U≤3,600 down) on Embedded.

problem more effectively than Eppstein for the following reason. Whenever Eppstein finds

a diagnostic trace, it adds the individual probability of that trace to the counterexample.

XBF algorithms, however, incorporate the accumulated probability of all diagnostic traces

formed by the states and transitions of the found trace. This can be an infinite set of

traces if the found trace contains a cycle. The accumulated probability of this set can be

very high even if the probability of the found trace is itself insignificant.

As can be inferred from Figure 5d, the quality of the counterexamples provided by XZ

and XZπ is almost identical (both curves overlap) and it is better than the quality of

those provided by XUZ. We also notice a minor advantage of XUZπ in the range between

1E-4 and 2.1E-4 which is explained by the usage of fπ. However, the advantage of guiding

the search by a heuristic is more effective. We also see an advantage of using a heuristic

in the runtime and memory consumption. The counterexamples provided by Eppstein for
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upper-bounds in the range 1.2 E-4 to 2.9 E-4 are very small. The reason is that Eppstein’s

algorithm delivers only the most probable traces whereas XBF algorithms collect also

traces with low probabilities (see Section III-C3).

C. Fibroblast Growth Factor Signalling

This is a case study from the area of system biology presented in [45], [46]. Fibroblast

Growth Factors (FGF ) are a family of proteins which play a key role in the process

of cell signalling within a variety of contexts such as wound healing. This case study

models the early stages of FGF signal propagation as a CTMC. The model incorporates

the main features of the process, namely: protein-protein interactions (e.g. competition

for partners), phosphorylation and dephosphorylation, protein complex relocation and

protein complex degradation.

Here, we consider the probability that a particular cause of degradation/relocation,

namely relocation of FRS2 (relocFRS2=1), has occurred first. The path formula is pre-

cisely formulated as (relocFRS2 = 0∧degFRS2 = 0∧degFGFR = 0 U relocFRS2 = 1).

PRISM constructed the CTMC, which consists of 80,616 states and 562,536 transitions,

and computed the probability Pr(relocFRS2 = 0 ∧ degFRS2 = 0 ∧ degFGFR =

0 U relocFRS2 = 1) as 0.621258247 within 12,369.239 seconds (≈ 3.4 hours) while it

consumed 54,975.6 KB of memory. We then generated counterexamples for the property

P<0.621258247(relocFRS2 = 0 ∧ degFRS2 = 0 ∧ degFGFR = 0 U relocFRS2 = 1). As

a heuristic, we used a function h which roughly estimates the number x of transitions

which are required to reach a state where relocFRS2 = 1 and returns 0.5x as a value.

The results are reported in Figure 6.

We deal here with a time unbounded property which means that XZπ and XUZπ are

not applicable. The first observation we make is that the curves of Eppstein in Figures 6a,

6b and 6c run in parallel to the Y-axis at counterexample probability 0. This indicates

that Eppstein failed to deliver a counterexample for any probability bound within one

hour. XZ and XUZ managed to provide counterexamples for almost all probability bounds

after exploring about 100,000 states and transitions of the STG and consuming about

5,000 KB of memory. In Figure 6b, we see that XZ is slightly faster than XUZ due to the

use of a heuristic. Note that the runtime of XZ and XUZ exceeds the time limit of one

hour. This is because both algorithms ended with a long counterexample checking step

which we did not abort. XZ and XUZ required for this model very long time compared
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Fig. 6: Counterexample generation for P<0.621258247(relocFRS2 = 0 ∧ degFRS2 = 0 ∧
degFGFR = 0 U relocFRS2 = 1) on FGF.

to both models Cluster and Embedded from Sections V-A and V-B. This is because

the model checking of this model and, consequently, of the generated counterexamples is

much harder than the model checking in the case of Cluster or Embedded. Notice that

PRISM needed about 3.4 hours for checking the entire model.

We see a steady increase of the curves of XZ and XUZ in all plots in Figure 6 following

a counterexample probability of approximately 0.35. This indicates that both algorithms

had to explore larger portions of the STG and to capture more in the counterexample

in order to achieve a probability increase. This is a typical effect for models in which

the probability of the property is consistently distributed across widespread diagnostic

traces in the model. Nevertheless, a counterexample which carries almost the total model

probability comprises not more than 10% of the entire model.
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D. Dynamic Power Management - IBM Disk Drive

This case study, which we refer to as Power, is a DTMC model of the power man-

agement of an IBM disk drive taken from [47]. Here we are interested in the probability

that 100 or more requests get lost within 400 milliseconds because of power manage-

ment. This means that we are interested in the path formula (true U≤800 lost = 100).

Notice that, according to the description of the PRISM model, the duration of a DTMC

transition is 0.5 milliseconds. PRISM checked the property within 0.5 seconds and con-

sumed 132.4 KB of memory. It computed the probability Pr(true U≤800 lost = 100)

as 0.014725297. We applied XZ, XUZ and Eppstein to generate counterexamples for

the property P<0.014725297(true U≤800 lost = 100). We used a heuristic h which simply

returns a value from the interval ]0, 1] that is proportional to the number of lost requests.

The results are illustrated in Figure 7. Note that we are analyzing a time bounded

property defined on a DTMC. This means that XZ and XUZ use ft from Equation 4 as

an evaluation function. Both algorithms are bounded to a maximal depth of 800.

In all plots in Figure 7 the curves of Eppstein run almost parallel to the Y-axis for a

counterexample probability close to 0. Within one hour of running and after exploring

the STG (with approximately 14,000 states and transitions), Eppstein could provide

counterexamples for probability upper-bounds up to 4.298 E-25 which is insignificant

compared to the total probability of 0.014725297. XZ and XUZ succeeded with a reason-

able computational effort to provide counterexamples for all possible probability upper-

bounds. They required about 3 seconds and about 300 KB of main memory.

Figure 7a shows that the heuristic helped XZ to find the first increment of the coun-

terexample after exploring a slightly smaller part of the STG than XUZ. However,

the first counterexample increment found by XUZ carried a probability greater than

0.009, which is higher than the probability of that found by XZ. XUZ seems to have

included a portion of the STG, for instance an cycle, which increased the counterexample

probability. The heuristic deflected XZ from exploring this portion while trying to guide

it towards most probable diagnostic traces. Both algorithms found a second increment

of the counterexample after exploring roughly 2,000 states and transitions. The second

increment completed the counterexample such that it covered the total probability. For

all probability bounds, except the range between 0.006 and 0.01, XZ provided a coun-

terexample by exploring less states and transitions than XUZ. Nevertheless, we did not
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Fig. 7: Counterexample generation for P<0.014725297(true U≤800 lost = 100) on Power.

observe here a significant advantage when using the heuristic. We even see that XZ

provided counterexamples which are mostly larger than the ones provided by XUZ. This

means that the heuristic had a negative impact on the counterexample quality.

E. Tandem Queueing Network

This model, which we simply refer to as Tandem, describes a simple tandem queue-

ing network, taken from [48]. The queueing network consists of an M/Cox2/1-queue

sequentially composed with an M/M/1-queue. We set the capacity of the queues to 127

(parameter c=127) which results in a CTMC with 32,640 states and 113,283 transitions.

We are interested in the probability that both queues get full within 100 time units. We

inspect the path formula (true U≤100 both queues full). PRISM computes Pr(true U≤100

both queues full) =8.9536 E-43. We generated counterexamples for the property
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Fig. 8: Counterexample generation for P≤8.9536 E−43(true U≤100 both queues full) on

Tandem.

P≤8.9536 E−43(true U≤100 both queues full). As a heuristic function h we use in XZ and

XZπ the following estimate. For an arbitrary state s, let n1 and n2 be the current size of

both queues. We roughly estimated the probability to add (2 · c− n1 − n2) elements into

the first queue and multiply it with the estimate of the probability to forward (c − n2)

elements to the second queue.

The results of counterexample generation are illustrated in Figure 8. We see in Fig-

ure 8a that XZ and XUZ managed to provide counterexamples for all probability upper-

bounds by exploring less than half, or even just a quarter in the case of XZ, of the

STG. Eppstein could not finish the state space exploration within the given time budget.

The curves of XZπ and XUZπ overlap with the curves of XZ, XUZ and Eppstein up to

approximately 8,500 states and transitions. This means that within one hour XZπ and
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XUZπ could not explore more of the STG because they were overloaded by handling the

large π-vectors. Remember that the length of the π-vectors depends on the uniformization

rate of the model and the time-bound of the property. The uniformization rate of this

CTMC (524.280) is very large compared to the models Cluster (41.057) and Embedded

(0.085) for which XZπ and XUZπ scaled relatively better. The length of the π-vectors

was 4,578 in Cluster and 448 in Embedded, whereas it was 54,013 in Tandem. Thus,

the computation of fπ in this case was too expensive. In summary, XZπ, XUZπ and

Eppstein failed, within one hour, to provide a counterexample for any probability bound.

We see also that XZ outmatches XUZ significantly in terms of both search effort and

counterexample quality. This means that guiding the search using a heuristic led to a

significant advantage in this case study.

F. Scalability When Varying Model Size

We consider several model variants of the Cluster and Tandem models which differ

significantly in size in order to assess how the scalability of our algorithms depends on

the model size. We scaled the size of the Cluster model by varying the parameter N ,

which gives the number of workstations in each sub-cluster. In the Tandem model, we

considered several values of the parameter c, which defines the capacity of each queue.

Table I summarizes the data of the different model variants and the model checking of

the corresponding properties. We give the uniformization rate in the table because it,

together with the time-bound, rules the length of the π-vectors in XZπ and XUZπ.

We ran the various counterexample generation algorithms on all models and recorded

the results for Cluster models in Table II and for Tandem in Table III. For each exper-

iment, we report the result for the probability upper-bounds 10%, 40%, 80% and 100%

(c.f. Column B in each table) of the total model probability, which is given in Table I.

Table cells with a content of the pattern “? > x”, for some value x, mean that the

algorithm failed to provide a counterexample for the corresponding bound although it

achieved x, i.e. it explored already x states and transitions, ran for x seconds, consumed

x KB or found a counterexample with a size x of the entire STG, respectively. If no

counterexample is found at all, then we just put “?” in the corresponding cell in the

counterexample quality table. In the tables reporting the size of the explored part of the

STG, we replace “? >” with an asterisk “∗x” in the case of Eppstein’s algorithm. This

asterisk indicates that Eppstein has explored the complete STG and x will not increase.
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TABLE I: Characteristics of variants with different sizes of the models Cluster and

Tandem

(a) Size of Explored STG (b) Runtime in seconds

(c) Memory Consumption in KB (d) Counterexample Quality

TABLE II: Counterexample generation for P<p(true U≤100 ¬minimum) on Cluster with

different sizes

If we are not sure about that we use “? ≥ x” indicating that STG might be bigger than

x.

First, we see that XZ and XUZ scaled very well for almost all model variants. An

exception is the Tandem model with c = 511 where XZ failed to provide a counterexample
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(a) Size of Explored STG (b) Runtime in seconds

(c) Memory Consumption in KB (d) Counterexample Quality

TABLE III: Counterexample generation for P<p(true U≤100 both queues full) on Tan-

dem with different sizes

with the total probability and XUZ failed to provide counterexamples for probability

bounds starting from 80% of the total probability. This observation is due to the high

effort for model checking the provided counterexamples.

XZπ and XUZπ also scaled well for the Cluster model, although their computational

costs was higher than that of XZ and XUZ. While XZπ and XUZπ failed to achieve the

total model probability, they came very close to it as additional figures, which are not

reported in the tables, show: For N = 16, XZπ achieved 99.97% and XUZπ 99.95% of the

total probability, for N = 64 they achieved 99.67% and 99.46% and for N = 256 they

achieved 96.68% and 96.18%. XZπ and XUZπ did not scale in the case of the Tandem

model as good as in the case of the Cluster model. While they managed to provide

counterexamples for all probability bounds for c = 31, they failed for c = 127 and

c = 511 to provide a counterexample for any probability bound. This can be explained

by the fact that the uniformization rate of the Tandem model increases rapidly with

the value of c as shown in Table I. This leads to a rapid increase in the length of the

π-vectors. Such an effect is not observable in the Cluster model.

Regarding the Eppstein based approach it is expected that the larger the STG is the

more search effort is required to completely explore it before any counterexamples can
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be provided. In Table IIa we see that Eppstein started to provide counterexamples for

the Cluster models after exploring 19,266 states and transitions for N = 16 and 271,632

for N = 64. For N = 256, it did not deliver any diagnostic trace after exploring 549,650

states and transitions. In the case of the Tandem model, although Eppstein succeeded

in exploring the whole STG, it failed in all cases to collect enough diagnostic traces to

provide a counterexample for any probability bound listed in the table. The reason is

that in the Tandem model the probability of single diagnostic paths is very low. The

total probability is widely distributed on a huge number of them. This becomes clear

when we consider, for instance, that Eppstein found, for c = 31, 13 023 diagnostic paths

with an accumulated probability of 3.39 e-15 which compromises less than 0.0002% of

the total probability.

If we compare XZ with XUZ and XZπ with XUZπ, then we see in the case of the

Tandem model that guiding the search using a heuristic estimate (i.e. in XZ and XZπ)

significantly reduced the size of the state space portion which has to be explored to

provide a counterexample, see Table IIIa. This is reflected in a significant improvement

in terms of runtime and memory consumption, see Tables IIIb and IIIc. A similar

effect, while less significant, can also be observed in the case of the Cluster model. For

both models, using the heuristic estimate results, in many cases, in providing smaller

counterexamples in many cases. This becomes clear by comparing XZ with XUZ and

XZπ with XUZπ in Tables IId and IIId. We hardly notice any advantage in using XZπ or

XUZπ instead of XZ or XUZ, either in guiding the search more effectively or improving

the counterexample quality.

G. Scalability When Varying The Time-Bound

For all algorithms we expect additional computation effort for larger time bounds. This

even holds for XZ, XUZ and Eppstein, where the search itself is actually independent

of the time bound. The reason for this is that the larger the time bound is, the more

diagnostic paths are feasible and the higher the total probability. Thus, in the case of

a large time bound, the search algorithm has to explore more of the STG to achieve

a certain percentage of the total probability. This effect is more drastic for Eppstein’s

algorithm since it has to process each diagnostic trace individually. In the case of XZπ

and XUZπ, increasing the time bound increases the length of the π-vectors. Thus, we

expect XZπ and XUZπ to be more sensitive regarding the time bound than XZ, XUZ
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TABLE IV: Characteristics of the models Embedded and FGF and model checking results

for different time bounds

and Eppstein.

For the model Embedded we analyzed the property that only the main processor

(M) is shut down within a particular time period T , expressed by the path formula

(¬down U≤T M Failure). We formulated a heuristic function, which we used in XZ

and XZπ, according to the same idea described in Section V-B. For the FGF model we

checked again the property that the relocation of FRS2 has occurred first, restricted to a

particular time period while using the same heuristic estimate described in Section V-C.

We summarized the model characteristics and model checking results of both models

in Table IV. We ran the algorithms for different time bounds and report the results in

Tables V and VI. Both tables are organized similarly to Table II and III.

In the example Embedded, while XZ and XUZ scaled for all time bounds, we observe

that the runtime and memory consumption of XZπ and XUZπ rapidly increase in propor-

tion to the time-bound. This rapid increase can not be explained by the increase in the

size of the STG which the algorithms have to explore. Table Va shows that XZπ or XUZπ

explored almost equal part of the STG as XZ or XUZ. Further, comparing Table Va with

Tables Vb and Vc shows that the increase of runtime and memory consumption is much

greater than the increase in the size of the STG portion which the algorithms explored.

The reason for this rapid increase is the growing length of the π-vectors which leads to

greater computation and storage effort. Eppstein explored 19,452 states and transitions

in every case, c.f. Table Va. As expected, the larger the time bound is the more difficult

it was to provide counterexamples.

In the FGF example we can observe similar effects. However, Table VIa shows for

T = 1.0 that XZπ and XUZπ explored often much less of the STG than XZ and XUZ
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(a) Size of Explored STG (b) Runtime in seconds

(c) Memory Consumption in KB (d) Counterexample Quality

TABLE V: Counterexample generation for P<p(¬down U≤T M Failure) on Embedded

for different time bounds

for the same probability bound. This is due to the fact that fπ was a better guide than

f . However, the advantage of the better guide was ruined by the computational costs of

fπ as we can see in Tables VIb and VIc. For small time-bounds the use of fπ offers an

advantage with respect to the counterexample quality (see Table VId for T = 1.0).

H. Impact of Low and High Probabilities

In general, algorithms need more time and more memory to compute counterexamples

with higher probabilities. However, the probability is sometimes associated with a few

highly probable diagnostic traces. In such cases, XBF algorithms would quickly find

these traces and cover the whole probability. In other words, the level of probability does

not affect the performance of the algorithms. Instead, the relevant factor is how this

probability is distributed on the STG of the model. We illustrate this effect using the

following experiment. We considered the Tandem model with c = 127. We analyzed two

different properties, namely the one used in Section V-E as well as the property stating

the probability that the first queue becomes full within 100 time units. Checking both
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(a) Size of Explored Part (b) Runtime

(c) Memory Consumption (d) Couterexample Quality

TABLE VI: Counterexample generation for P<p(relocFRS2 = 0 ∧ degFRS2 = 0 ∧
degFGFR = 0 U≤T relocFRS2 = 1) on FGF for different time bounds

properties on the model using PRISM results in a very low probability of 8.9536 E-43 for

the first property, and a very high probability of 0.99999 for the second one.

The results of the counterexample generation are reported in Table VII. We observe

that all algorithms performed better with the second property. From Table VIIa, we

see that in particular XBF based algorithms explored in the case of the second property

much less of the STG than in the case of the first one. For the first property, XZ explored

22,718 and XUZ explored 52,631 states and transition while XZπ and XUZπ failed even to

explore the needed part. Meanwhile, all XBF based algorithms provided a counterexample

for the second property with 100% of the total probability after exploring between 6,614

and 7,304 states and transitions. The reason for this is that the total probability of the

first property is distributed over a large number of diagnostic traces. and that each of

these traces has a very low probability. Thus, the algorithms had to explore more from

the STG to cover the needed diagnostic traces in order to form a counterexample with a

certain probability. Eppstein explored almost the same number of states and transitions

for both properties. It succeeded in providing counterexamples for a probability of up
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(a) Size of Explored Part (b) Runtime

(c) Memory Consumption (d) Couterexample Quality

TABLE VII: Counterexample generation for P≤p(true U≤100 both queues full) and

P≤p(true U≤100 first queues full) on Tandem (c = 127)

to 80% of the total probability in the case of the second property. However, it failed

to provide a counterexample with any noticeable probability for the first property. The

explanation for this phenomenon is that Eppstein’s algorithm was engaged in collecting

the diagnostic traces with low individual probabilities. For example, it collected 2,887

diagnostic paths in the case of the first property. The accumulated probability of these

paths is ignorable. On ther other hand, the 2,887 diagnostic paths first selected for the

second property carry about 85% of the total probability.

I. Summary

We illustrated in our experiments that XBF based algorithms allow for a very efficient

and scalable counterexample generation. The KSP based approach, which needs to ex-

plore the whole STG before it can provide any counterexamples, is only applicable to

small models. We observed that the usage of fπ improved the counterexample quality

in some cases but its computation is very expensive. In contrast to XZ and XUZ, XZπ

and XUZπ were either inefficient or failed to provide the desired results. This occurred
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particularly in the case of models with large uniformization rate and properties with

large time bounds. On the other hand, XZ and XUZ scaled for very large models and for

very large time bounds. From the practical point of view, we recommend using XZ and

XUZ, although, the evaluation function fπ is theoretically interesting. We also saw that

guiding the search using a heuristic function h in many cases results in an improvement

in terms of performance and counterexample quality. In some cases, this improvement is

so significant so that it determines the scalability of the algorithm, for instance in the

Tandem model with c = 511.

VI. Conclusion

In this article we have presented a heuristics guided method to generate counterexam-

ples for the model checking of PCTL formulae on DTMCs and CSL ones on CTMCs. For

this purpose we have developed an advanced heuristic search strategy called XBF which

extends the framework presented in [23]. XBF is instantiated to concrete algorithms, e.g.

XZ and XZπ. The approach that we have proposed reconciles stochastic model checking

with directed explicit-state search and illustrates the potential as well as the possible

shortcomings of this approach.

We have evaluated our method using a number of experiments on significant case

studies. In conclusion, the experiments illustrate that:

1) The provided counterexamples cover the most probable diagnostic traces.

2) The provided counterexamples are usually very small compared to the entire model.

Hence, they can be effectively analyzed for the purpose of debugging.

3) In contrast to KSP based approach, our approach scales for very large models.
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